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New Equipment Rules for 2012 Alpine Season Are Criticized 

r  
Ted Ligety is among those critical of changes announced by  
the International Ski Federation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
New rules announced last month by the International Ski Federation prompted such harsh criticism from skiers, coaches 
and manufacturers that a meeting is scheduled for Wednesday to discuss them. The rules, which focus exclusively on 
equipment and will be put in place for the 2012 Alpine World Cup season, have lately taken the most criticism from the 
athletes they were designed to protect. One skier, the Olympic gold medalist Ted Ligety, recently wrote a post on his 
Web site titled, “My thoughts on FIS’s attempt to ruin GS.” GS would be giant slalom, Ligety’s specialty, an event he 

would like to remain unchanged. He wrote that he recently tested((( the required new skis, which 
cannot have a radius smaller than 40 meters, or 131.2 feet. The old regulations 
had a 27-meter, or 88.5-foot))), limit, a radius restriction changed little after the 1980s, when skis with 

the larger radius were the norm. The longer skis in effect will change techniques and make the skiers less aggressive in 
their turns. Of the 40-meter radius skis, Ligety wrote, “Wave goodbye to the sport’s progression of arcing the cleanest 
possible turns.” Six years ago, the skiing federation commissioned a study on athlete safety. All parties involved agreed 
on the importance of the subject. There was, however, a wide variety of opinions on how to make the sport safer.  
Yet the results prompted a harsher and louder reaction than expected, particularly in regard to giant slalom. The 
proposed changes included longer minimum lengths for skis for men and women in downhill, giant slalom and super-
G events, along with a larger radius minimum. A lower radius, skiers said, helps them make sharper turns.  
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INTRODUCTION: To make turns successfully 
skiers must lean into the turns at some angle(θ) 
[see graphic at left]. Ski officials are proposing to 
make skiing safer to have ski manufacturers 
increase the turning radius of skies from 27 
meters to 40 meters. The purpose of the larger 
radius is to reduce the force the skier would have 
to exert on turns. For the questions below 
consider the speed Skier turns to be 30 mph = 44 
ft/s.= 13.4 m/s. Also, weight of skier =mg=160 lb. 

 
QUESTIONS: (a)Find  angle θ if the skier is 
making a 40 m radius turn? (b) What force F 
must the skier exert making a 40 m turn? 
(c)Find  angle θ if the skier is making a 27 m 
radius turn? (d) What force F must the skier exert 
making a 27 m turn? (e) Comment on the 
answers you got above? Do the results seem 
reasonable? Did the force F increase with shorter 
turns? 
HINTS: Fcos θ = mV2/R , F sin θ = mg , equals 
divided by equals = equals, g = 9.8 m/s2 ,  
Sin θ/cos θ = tan θ   
 
ANSWERS: (a)~ 19.35O (b) ~483 lb., (c)~ 13.33O 
(d) ~ 694 lb. (e) Force F increased with shorter 
turns making skiers more injury prone.  QED/JC 
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